Bilingualism Matters International Network
Growth since September 2018
Poznań, Poland

Chicago, USA
This consortium group of four universities aims
to connect experts and
community members
to share perspectives
on bilingual education,
language learning,
and the bilingual
experience in the
greater Chicago area.

South Carolina, USA
Kraków, Poland
Hosted by the Psychology
of Language and
Bilingualism Lab at the
Institute of Psychology in
Jagiellonian University,
Krakow, Poland.

Based in the University of South Carolina, USA,
the branch undertakes research and partners
with local school districts to promote awareness
about
bilingualism,
to
develop
sound
instructional practices, and to share resources
with the community.

Hong Kong, China
Based at the Centre for Sign Linguistics and Deaf Studies at The Chinese University of Hong Kong, this is the first branch primarily
focused on the advancement of bimodal and bilingual learning environment. Bringing sign language into the scope of research and
community outreach projects of Bilingualism Matters is a milestone in building an inclusive world for the deaf and the hearing.

Language, Place & Identity
Exploring children’s linguistic and cognitive development in heritage and community languages

The Project
• Carnegie Trust funded project bringing
together an interdisciplinary research
team across the cognitive and social
sciences
• Exploratory study of children’s experiences
of heritage and community languages in
Scotland.

What we did
• Fieldwork in 2 Scottish primary
schools:
1. City
2. Western Isles.
• Multiple research methods including:
observations; group work with
children; individual interviews with
children and parents; parental
questionnaires; and cognitive tests
completed by children.
• Primary focus on children’s
perspectives in order to understand
how they view their language and
how this is associated with culture
and their identity
• Across family, community and school.

What we found
• Most of the children spoke about how
their bilingualism provided them with
another way to express their selves and
deepen relationships. The positive
consequences of language learning and
bilingualism for children’s sense of
identity are not as concrete and
measurable as cognitive benefits.
However, children show they value
greater opportunities for expression and
connection with others.
• Joined up, collaborative thinking
between family, school and the wider
community is essential in order to
ensure language is nurtured and not
undervalued.
• Those parents who adopted relaxed
approaches to language use, and who
code-switched (the practice of
alternating between two languages in a
single conversation) regularly
themselves, faced challenges enforcing
the heritage/community language at
home resulting in tensions between
parental-child expectations and
relations.
• Language use is intertwined with wider
social and political issues and these can
be difficult to navigate – especially for
children.

Supporting children with Developmental A’ cumail taic ri clann le mi-rian cànain
Language Disorder
ann am Foghlam tron Ghàidhlig aig ìre na
in Gaelic medium primary education
bun-sgoile
Vicky Chondrogianni 1, Morna Butcher1, Thomas Bak1, & Maria Garraffa2
1University of Edinburgh , 2 Heriot-Watt University

Cùl-fhiosrachadh

Background
• Children with developmental language
disorders may be discouraged from
becoming bilingual.

• Dh’fhaodadh gun tèid moladh dàchànanas a sheachnadh do chlann air a
bheil mi-rian cànain (DLD).

• For Gaelic medium education (GME) to
provide a competitive and viable option
for these children, appropriate language
tools must be available.

• Tha goireasan cànain iomchaidh a dhìth
gus am bi foghlam tron Ghàidhlig na
roghainn a tha farpaiseach agus ionobrachail don chloinn seo.

Objectives

Amasan

To develop Gaelic language materials that can be used by
teachers and speech and language therapists to assess and
support the language abilities of children in Gaelic during the
first years of primary school.

Goireasan cànain Gàidhlig a dhealbh a thèid an cleachdadh le
tidsearan agus leasaichean cainnt agus cànain airson
measadh air agus taic a thoirt dha comasan cànain chloinne
anns na ciad bhliadhnaichean ann am foghlam tron Ghàidhlig.

Method

Modh
56 pàiste aig a bheil Beurla agus a tha an ann am B-S2 & B-S3
ann am Foghlam tron Ghàidhlig ann an Alba. (52 le
leasachadh cànain àbhaisteach; 4 le DLD).

56 English-speaking children attending P2 &P3 in Gaelic
medium primary schools in Scotland (52 with typical
development; 4 with DLD).

• Measaidhean-cànain a chaidh an ùrdhealbhachadh ann an Gàidhlig.
• Briathrachas lèirigidh agus tuigse
• Ath-aithris air seantansan
• Ag aithris sgeulachdan a’ cleachdadh dhealbhan
• Ath-riochdachaidhean an àite eadartheangachaidhean!

• Newly developed language assessments
for Gaelic.
• Vocabulary production and comprehension
• Repeating sentences
• Telling stories using pictures
• Adaptations NOT translations!

Preliminary results on vocabulary

Toraidhean ro-ìreach bho bhriathrachas
•

Tha clann a’ dèanamh nas fheàrr le tuigse na bhith a lèirigeadh
fhaclan fa-leth, agus a’ dèanamh nas fhèarr a thaobh ainmearan
na gnìomhairean (ainmearan gnìomhaireach) ann an Gàidhlig
agus ann am Beurla.

•

Tha am beàrn eadar lèirigeadh agus tuigse fada nas motha ann
an Gàidhlig na ann am Beurla. Tha am beàrn seo a’ fàs nas lugha
eadar B-S2 agus B-S3 barrachd ann am Beurla na tha ann an
Gàidhlig.

•

Children do better on comprehension than on production of
single words, and better on nouns than on verbs in both
Gaelic and English.

•

The gap between production and comprehension is much
larger for Gaelic than English. The gap from P2 to P3 closes
more for English than for Gaelic.

•

Children with DLD differ from their typically developing peers •
in terms of lexical errors that they make.

Tha mearachdan fhaclaireil na cloinne le DLD eadar-dhealaichte
bho mhearachdan na cloinne le leasachadh àbhaisteach.

Stiùiridhean airson an àm ri teachd

Future directions
•

•

First results are promising for the
developmental
and
diagnostic
potential of the new language
assessments.
Relationship between language
outcomes and use of Gaelic in the
home and the community.

Contact:
Dr Vicky Chondrogianni
v.chondrogianni@ed.ac.uk
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• Tha na toraidhean a th’ann gu ruige seo
brosnachail a thaobh chomasan
leasachail agus fàs diagnosach nam
measaidhean ùra.
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• An ceangal eadar builean cànain agus
cleachdadh na Gàidhlig san dachaigh
agus sa choimhearsnachd.
Acknowledgements: The authors thank
the children and parents for their
participation and BnG for funding

Autistic polyglots
Language experiences, motivations, and learning profiles of autistic multilinguals
Kathryn Nolte 2, Bérengère G. Digard 1, Antonella Sorace 2, Andrew Stanfield 1, Sue Fletcher-Watson 1
1 Patrick Wild Centre, University of Edinburgh
2 School of Philosophy, Psychology, and Languages Sciences, University of Edinburgh

WHAT WE KNOW

Autistic people
can have
difficulties with
language /
communication.

Bilingualism
changes the way
people relate to
each other

People believe that an autistic
person would struggle to become
bilingual …

WHAT WE FOUND
Our participants said that the autistic learning style was
both an advantage and a disadvantage, when it came to
learn extra languages.
ATYPICAL
LEARNING

CONFIDENCE

DISADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES

I think the autism matters because it makes me able to concentrate a lot
on something I'm interested in (like learning Italian now, and Japanese in
the past), while also making it very hard to concentrate on something
I'm not interested in (like learning German in the past).
Participants said that being multilingual had given them
countless opportunities.
OPPORTUNITIES

WHAT WE DON’T KNOW
… but autistic bilingual people do exist! Some
even master many more than 2 languages!
What is their story?
WHAT WE DID

I talked to 54 autistic adults who knew 4
languages or more, and I asked them
about:
- their language history,
- how they thought being autistic had
influenced their life as a polyglot,
- how they thought being polyglot had
influenced their life as an autistic person.

TRAVEL

WORK

EDUCATION

REDUCED
SOCIAL
EXPECTATIONS

RESPECT &
ADMIRATION

Difficulty
switching focus

Hyperfocus

Participants said that being multilingual had increased
their self confidence and reduced their anxiety in
conversation.

LEISURE

I think bilingualism and multilingualism have helped
reduce my social anxiety and have given me more self
confidence in social situations.

Participants said that the social aspects of languages were
essential for them: learning languages taught them social
skills, and knowing languages allowed them to make more
SOCIAL
friends.
ASPECTS

RELATIONSHIPS

Knowing several languages is absurdly useful. Languages can help you
with work, traveling, learning […], making friends and so on. I'm not sure
if knowing several languages is more useful while autistic.
I think it might be equally useful for everyone.

SOCIAL
SKILLS

Learning several languages is useful because it gives the
opportunity to connect with more people.

SUMMARY

Autistic polyglots’ motivations: social aspects and a predisposition for
language acquisition.
Benefits: better social skills, increased opportunities, and confidence.
This study shows diversity in the language profiles of autistic
multilinguals, and offers multiple leads to better support language
learning opportunities for autistic people.

CONTACT
Thank you to all the participants
and services that contributed to
this research!
Contact:
berengere.digard@ed.ac.uk
@BerengereDigard
@SueReviews
www.dart.ed.ac.uk

Rachael Davis, Lewis
Montgomery, Antonella Sorace,
Hugh Rabagliati &
Sue Fletcher-Watson

University of Edinburgh

Background
• Hearing or speaking more than one
language is unlikely to lead to poorer
language development and could provide
an opportunity for advantages in social and
communication skills.
• Despite these findings, practitioners often
recommend the use of a single language
following an autism diagnosis.

We’re finding out how hearing or speaking
more than one language affects
development in children with and without

•

This study takes a step towards exploring
the question of whether bilingualism can
provide a naturalistic opportunity to
develop social and cognitive skills

•

We want to make sure that we contribute
towards an evidence base for parents to
make informed choices about bilingualism
for their child.

•

This research will allow us to answer
important questions about how living
growing up in a bilingual environment can
affect development...

•

But we need families to take part to make
this happen!

autism

Want To Take Part?

• Many parents are still concerned that
bilingualism will be harmful for their child.

• If your child has received
a diagnosis of autism

What are we doing?
• Our study responds directly to these concerns
by collecting data from children to understand
how the languages they hear and speak affect
development over time.

• Aged 5-12 years
• Is being raised speaking
or hearing another
language

• We’re looking at language, social and
communication skills, as well as the
importance of cultural identity.
• We travel across the UK to visit families at
home. We bring games, toys and computer
games to measure these skills and we give
parents questionnaires about the family and
what being bilingual means to them.
• We visit families twice; once in 2019 and then
again a year later.

Why are we running the
study?

• If your child has not
received a diagnosis of
autism

Take a photo to
go to our info
page!

Email: autism@ed.ac.uk
@rachaelvdavis

• Aged 5-12 years
• Is being raised speaking
or hearing another
language

Bilingualism Matters Refugee Group
Eva Hanna, Diana Lopez-Lugo & Eva-Maria Schnelten

2017 Event

2018 Event

2019 Event
• Organised in partnership with The
Edinburgh Alwaleed Centre/ Syrian
Future Project
• Part of the 2019 Scottish Refugee
Festival.
• Exhibition of art works created by
members of the Syrian refugee
community in Edinburgh, reflecting
on language and the sense of home.
• These personal and individual
experiences expressed by children,
young people and adults, will inspire
viewers to reflect on their own
experiences and understanding of
bilingualism and refugee languages.
• The event will be launched with a
poetry reading from Ahmad Al-Ejja,
via Skype. Ahmad graduated in
Arabic language, literature and
religious studies. He has been writing
poetry for the last ten years and his
latest publication is called "Features
of the Soul".
• His poem will be translated into
English by Marwa Mouazen from
Islamic and Modern Eastern Studies,
University of Edinburgh.
• Tea, coffee and refreshments will be
available.
With thanks to the Scottish Episcopal St. Peter’s Church in
Newington, for their assistance in providing the
workshops venue, and to the Scottish Refugee Council for
providing funding: a deliverable of the Scottish Refugee
Council New Scots Integration: Rights and Communities
project funded by the EU Asylum, Migration and
Integration Fund (AMIF)

Wha Spiks Scots?
Dr Adam Clark
bilingualism-matters@ed.ac.uk

The Scots Language
The Scots Language (Scots Leid) is a Germanic language variety closely related to
English, spoken in Scotland and also in Northern Ireland, where it is known as Ulster
Scots. It should not be confused with Scottish Gaelic (Gàidhlig), which belongs to a
different language family and is not related to English, or to Scottish English, which
is a regional variant of the English language spoken in Scotland.
By the middle of the 16th century, the Scots language was in the process of standardisation and was used by all levels of the royal administration [2]. By the end of the
18th century, however, the Scots language entered into a diglossic relationship with
English [2]. At present, Scots survives in Scotland primarily as a spoken language.
Though it is no longer the commanding language of law or governance, a great deal
of the Scottish population have claimed at least some ability in the Scots Language
in recent years.

Speakers of Scots in Scotland

Scots Language Policy & Scots Language
Education

Standardising Scots?

The Scottish Government launched a Scots Language Policy in 2015, publishing the document in both Scots [5] and English [4]. This policy was created with the intention of promoting
and protecting the Scots Language in Scotland and is in line with the European Charter for
Regional or Minority Languages, which recognises Scots as a minority language in the United
Kingdom. The aims of the policy are set out as follows:
• enhance the status of Scots in Scottish public and community life;
• promote the acquisition, use and development of Scots in education, media, publishing and
the arts;
• encourage the increased use of Scots as a valid and visible means of communication in all
aspects of Scottish life.
Though the development of a Scots Language Policy is a step in the right direction and though
the Scottish Government have made the above commitments as to the safeguarding of the Scots
Language in Scotland, it is unclear just how the above aims will be realized. Perhaps the clearest
way to promote the use and vitalization of the Scots Language is through education.

Fig. 3: A Guide Tae Scots Grammar: Grammar Broonie, Susan Rennie (1999)

The future of Scots in Scotland is unclear. The language certainly is alive, being used
by speakers on a daily basis, though often code-switching with Standard Scottish
English. There are several barriers to the growth of Scots - a lack of time spent
in education on the Scots language, a somewhat vague language policy, the way
in which the language is viewed by some (non-standard, ’bad English’, etc. - but
perhaps the biggest barrier at present is a lack of a standardised Scots language.
Standardisation in Scots presents a conundrum - to create a standard would mean
creating an artificial standard with which no native speaker of Scots was familiar,
though it would allow for the mass publication of resources in the language. On
the other hand, how one would go about creating this standard remains to be seen
- there are many varieties of Scots in use throughout the country and there exists
no written standard for the ’language’ as a single entity at present. Some question
whether or not an unstandardised language can compete in society with a standard
language such as English, though whether or not standardising Scots would lead to
its increased use, or the alienation of its users, is a matter of debate. [1].
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Fig. 2: Katie’s A tae Z, A Scots Language book for children (http://www.itchy-coo.com/katiesataez.html)

Fig. 1: Scots Speakers in the 2011 Census (SkateTier, licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0)

The 2011 Scottish Census included for the first time a question on Scots Language
ability. 1.5 million respondents reported that they could speak Scots and 1.9 million
reported they could speak, read, write or understand Scots [3]. Census data should
naturally be taken with a pinch of salt, however it is nonetheless clear that a good
proportion of Scotland’s population profess some ability in the Scots Language.
As evidenced by Figure 1 above, speakers are concentrated in the Northeast of the
country and on Shetland. The 2011 census reported that 16% of respondents from
Shetland reported ability in Scots, followed by 6% in Aberdeenshire, 4% in Orkney,
4% in Moray, and 2% in Aberdeen City [3]. The City of Edinburgh returned 1% of
the population who reported some ability in Scots [3].

The Scottish Government made a manifesto commitment in 2011 to introduce a 1+2 policy in
Scottish schools, with the intention of enabling Scottish school pupils to acquire some competency
in two additional languages, alongside English. This policy is commonly used to teach world
languages, though some schools are opting instead to teach languages a little closer to home –
Scottish Gaelic and Scots.
Just how successful this policy is remains to be seen and as there is little in the way of formal
qualifications currently available in Scots, the desire of pupils to focus on gaining academic ability
in Scots is doubtful. A Scots Language Award was launched by the Scottish Qualifications
Authority in 2014, though it seems that few schools offer this qualification (one in 2017) and
furthermore, though the qualification introduces Scots texts, resources such as discussion on
texts appear to be in English.
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North of a Small Island in ”Standardizing Minority Languages: Competing
Ideologies of Authority and Authenticity in the Global Periphery”. Eds. Pia Lane,
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Bilingualism Matters together with the Theatre
Sans Accent and the Polish Cultural Festival
Association, reached out to schools and
community groups around Edinburgh, to work
alongside a range of artists exploring what it
means to means bilingual.

Each bilingual has a
story to tell.
Whether by music,
dance, or art.
How could we let
these stories shine?
Roberto Cassani
Musician, Upright Bass

·Daniel Orejon
Actor, Theater

Farah Saleh
Dancer, Contemporary Dance

Taking the experiences from our community workshops we
created the weekend long Edinburgh Multilingual Stories Festival
at the Assembly Roxy in Edinburgh last year.

Thanks to generous funding from:

Elina Karadzhova
Visual Artist, Interactive Art

SO WHERE TO NEXT?
After the success of our first Edinburgh Multilingual
Stories Festival, we plan to hold this festival annually to
continue to engage with the community in fun and
interactive ways to show just how amazing and diverse
being bilingual really is.

With 20+ activities and workshops for children and adults, we danced
out hearts out at the Multilingual Ceilidh and Multilingual Silent Disco,
wrote prose in the Multilingual Haiku Workshop, and snagged some good
reads at the Multilingual Book Swap.

Multilingualism:

a European way
of life

Multilingualism can be
beneficial for people
with language
disorders.

Language exposure is a
key element when learning
multiple languages.

There are over 60
regional minority
languages in
Europe.
Multilingualism
influences the way
we learn, feel and
behave.

AThEME is a 5-year collaborative research project (2014 - 2019)
studying multilingualism in Europe with researchers from 17
partner institutions across 8 European countries.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Seventh Framework
Programme for research, technological development and demonstration under
grant agreement no. 613465.

BILINGUALISM
MATTERS

AThEME is a 5-year collaborative research project (2014 - 2019)
studying multilingualism in Europe with researchers from 17
partner institutions across 8 European countries.

This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Seventh Framework Programme for research,
technological development and demonstration under
grant agreement no. 613465.

Key ﬁndings
Regional/minority and heritage languages in Europe
Europe represents more than 20 official languages, over 60 regional languages and many
languages that families bring with them when they move into Europe from other countries.
AThEME explored strategies for the maintenance of the following regional languages:
Basque, Frisian, Fiuman dialect, Gallo, Sardinian, Primorska Slovenian and varieties spoken
in Trentino-Alto Adige/Südtirol. Intergenerational language transmission is the principal
matter of concern for these language communities, due to the serious decrease in the number of speakers. AThEME emphasizes the need to document these languages, support new
policy initiatives and create new materials to enhance the vitality of endangered languages
and varieties.
It turns out that in contexts with both a minority and a majority language, chances for becoming proficient in both languages are best for children who speak the minority language
at home.
For more results on multilingualism with regional, minority and heritage languages, visit
our website www.atheme.eu

Being multilingual
Learning a second language (L2) in early life does not always ensure native performance. AThEME investigated whether the amount of language use by highly proficient early bilinguals has an impact on learning language rules (grammar). Results
show that the amount of language spoken on a daily basis might be a reliable way
to estimate the effective language learning process of early bilinguals. The degree
of language dominance (to what extent language is used on a daily basis) can have
a permanent impact on the way early bilinguals assess grammar across their languages. Therefore, as well as considering age of acquisition, language dominance
should also be considered as an important factor that influences the processing of
grammar in the second language, even when this language is successfully acquired
early in life.
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Multilingualism and communicative
impairment
Just like monolingual people, multilingual people may also
experience a form of communicative impairment (stutter, dyslexia,
Specific Language Impairment (SLI) in children, or aphasia following a
stroke or brain injury). AThEME investigated the relationship between
multilingualism and communicative impairments.
In the case of children with dyslexia, educators may hesitate to encourage bilingualism. AThEME investigated the morphological abilities of bilingual children with dyslexia (around 10 years old), in comparison with monolingual dyslexics, as well as with monolingual and
bilingual typically developing children. The results show that bilingual
dyslexics perform even better than monolingual unimpaired children.
They apply morphological rules in an abstract way across the board,
based on the input provided to them by their second language. More
importantly, their ability to apply these rules to novel words, was
significantly better in comparison with both monolingual dyslexics,
and monolingual typically developing children. Being multilingual is
no disadvantage in the cases of children with dyslexia, and is in some
cases even beneficial.
For more results on multilingualism and communicative impairment,
visit www.atheme.eu

Foreign languages are generally learned in emotionally neutral academic environments, while native languages are acquired in emotionally rich family contexts.
AThEME investigated if this difference in learning contexts influences emotional
response on emotionally-charged sentences. The results point out that highly
emotional words do not seem to cause the same emotional reaction in the native
and the foreign language.
For more results on the multilingual mind, visit www.atheme.eu
Photo: Kryzzya Gómez

Interested to know more about the multifaceted nature of multilingualism?
Visit www.atheme.eu for all publications and more information. Or visit Bilingualism Matters.uk for
all local contact points per country
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Poster produced by Meertalig.nl –
the Dutch branch of Bilingualism Matters
www.meertalig.nl

Translanguaging Art
MULTILINGUAL PRACTICES OF CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS
AND THE IMPLICATIONS FOR LANGUAGE PEDAGOGY

Multilingualism
•
•
•

A total of 158 languages in Scottish
schools*
Polish the most commonly spoken
minority language*
The Scottish Government’s policy,
Language Learning in Scotland: A 1+2
Approach expected to be fully
implemented across the country by
August 2021.

Pedagogy

Translanguaging
‘…practice that involves dynamic
and functionally integrated use
of different languages and
language varieties, but more
importantly a process of
knowledge construction that
goes beyond language(s) (Li Wei,
2017)’.

L3 Polish

Creative methods
‘….systematic use of the
artistic process, the actual
making of artistic expressions
in all of the different forms of
the arts, as a primary way of
understanding and examining
experience by both
researchers and the people
that they involve in their
studies (McNiff, 2008)’.

PORTFOLIO learning units
for use in
schools

Contact: d.futro.1@research.gla.ac.uk
Artwork: Elina Karadzhova, Languages: Time
Dreams Avatars, 2018, installation view.
Sources: *SCILT, Statistics on languages in
Scotland,https://www.scilt.org.uk/Library/Statistic
sonlanguagesinScotland/tabid/2914/Default.aspx

[accessed: 28/05/19]; Li Wei, ‘Translanguaging as a
Practical Theory of Language’, Applied Linguistics
39, no. 1 (1 February 2018): 9–30; Otheguy, Ricardo
& García, Ofelia & Reid, Wallis, ‘Clarifying
translanguaging and deconstructing named
languages: A perspective from linguistics’. Applied

Linguistics Review. 6. 281-307; McNiff, S. Artbased research. In J. G. Knowles & A. L. Cole (Eds.),
Handbook of the arts in qualitative research:
Perspectives, methodologies, examples, and
issues (pp. 29–40). Thousand Oaks, California: Sage
Publications, 2008.

Enabling and making use of
translanguaging understood
as ‘…the deployment of a
speaker's full linguistic [and
semiotic] repertoire without
regard for watchful adherence
to the socially and politically
defined boundaries of named
(and usually national and
state) languages (Otheguy et
al, 2015)’.

